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SOLARIUM OPTIONSSolarium Options

Electrical lifting unit Electrical lifting unit for lifting the 
solarium. Including mounting kit, 
wall switch, electrical cable and 
connectorcable. Max. lifting weight 
50 kg. Max. lifting height 1,5 mtr.

Winch system Winch system for lifting the 
solarium manual. Including 
pullys, cable and mounting kit. 
Max. lifting weight 50kg.

Solarium Options

Steel angle support Galvanized angle support for 
mounting the solarium to a 
vertical wall. Including mounting 
kit. Perfect when you don’t have a 
roof or a high roof.

Angled roof bracket Set Galvanised brackets for mounting 
the solarium, potentially with an 
lifting unit, on an angled ceiling.

Telescope bracket Galvanized telescope support for 
mounting the solarium between 2 
walls. Max. 3,5 metres between the 
walls. Including mounting kit.

KY ML – side unit The side units increases the heat 
to your horse, and particularly to 
the fl anks of the horse. The side 
unit is adjustable across an angle 
of 45°. As a result of this, you are 
able to fully tailor the side units to 
your horse and according to your 
wishes.
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SOLARIUM OPTIONSSolarium Options

Controlbox S-CB Controlbox with ON/OFF-switch for 
IR-lights and ON/OFF-switch for 
the fans. Including powercable and 
connectorcable.

Controlbox lifting unit 
S-CBE

Controlbox with ON/OFF-switch for 
IR-lights, ON/OFF-switch for the fans 
and a  HIGHER/LOWERswitch for 
the electrical lifting unit. Including 
powercable, cable to the lifting unit 
and connectorcable.

Timercontrolbox  
S-CBT

Controlbox with LCD-timer for the 
IR-lights and ON/OFF-switch for the 
fans. By ordering several options, 
the switches for these options are 
including in this controlbox. Including 
powercable and connectorcable. 
Including potentially nessesary 
cables for the options.

All Weather controlbox 
AWCB

Controlbox with protection against dust 
and sprayingwater is resistant to the 
most severe conditions both outdoors 
and in damps rooms. Consider, for 
example, an operating environment 
where the controlbox needs to more 
tightly shut. The AWC-Box falls 
unther the IP55 protection class. The 
switches are behind plastic. Including 
powercable and connectorclable.
Including potentially nessesary cables 
and switches for the options.

Controlbox Microtimer Controlbox with microtimer for the IR-
lights and ON/OFF-switch for the fans. 
Including powercable and connector 
cable. Including potentially needed 
switches and cables for the options.


